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Property derivative prices

Guaranteed outperformance of benchmark

Any cash inflows should clearly go into property derivatives at present, to be 
invested at the bottom of the market

Sell weaker assets (if you can) and go long property derivatives

Dec-08
Dec-09
Dec-10
Dec-11
Dec-12

IPD All Properties

84.23%
79.12%

IPD Coupon plus Margin
16.58%
11.25%
7.32%
5.03%
3.61%

Issued at Discount

80.14%
82.26%
84.45%

Source : Merrill Lynch Trading
Prices as of 28 April 2008
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Cheap leverage in tough market

Notes shown on previous slide are showing derivatives in funded format

Merrill’s takes your cash and uses to fund floating leg of swap

If you can trade swaps, you can invest the cash how you want to

Importantly, if you hold less than full notional, cheap and flexible leverage
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Forward curve key to deriv investing

Reminder on forward curve, as key to investing in derivatives

If implied returns are realised, swap P&L zero, earn libor if funded

Do you want to lock in full curve, or short term with view it moves lower?

Pricing overly negative? So far it has proved a leading indicator
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Long or Short Contract

What contract should investors be using in a declining market ?

To understand, compare two derivative investment strategies, long and short

Profits are reinvested to replicate IPD index, contracts rolled at expiry
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Performance

We can compare returns for three scenarios over 2008

Over the last 3 years the shorted dated derivative strategy works best

Shorted dated contract does not have exposure to expectations further out

On expiry investors can enter a new contract, already pricing in decline

Long-dated contract if optimistic and want to lock current forward curve

Short-dated likely more defensive but will underperform is entire forward 
curve moves up (ie recovery expected to be stronger than currently priced)

Long derivatives Short derivatives REITs (EPRA) Funds (AREF) Direct (IPD)
2006 10.4% 14.0% 48.0% 19.0% 18.1%
2007 -21.0% -7.4% -36.3% -5.4% -5.5%
2008 (-5%) 19.2% 19.3% 23.8% -1.2% -0.3%
2008 (-15%) 5.5% 8.9% 0.9% -12.4% -10.8%
2008 (-25%) -8.1% -1.6% -22.1% -23.6% -21.3%
Annulised Return -2.7% 4.7% -1.7% -0.4% -0.1%
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Risk, return and correlation

Longest dated contract is most risky as you might expect

Derivatives clearly not pure IPD index trackers, correlation lies somewhere 
between REITs (low) and funds (high) to date

Short dated derivatives strategy actually produced lower volatility than IPD

Property funds and direct investment flattered as we exclude bid / ask 
spread and transactions costs (also funds restricting redemption)

Long derivs Short derivs REITs (EPRA) Funds (AREF) Direct (IPD)
Volatility 11.0% 6.9% 25.3% 9.1% 9.0%
Correlation 88% 78% 56% 100% 100%
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Implications of negative expectations

Derivative volumes running close to physical

What are the implication for current negative expectations and mechanisms 
for interaction between markets?

Cash inflows go into derivatives not physical

Buyers wait on sidelines until negative expectations realised

Arbitrage – selling assets, switching to derivatives

Transaction costs and delay provide wide arb channel - but not this wide

Either valuations above realistic sale price OR market not fully efficient

Result of efficient market – Property reacts faster to changes in expectation 

as derivative market shows clearly what expectations are and provides a tradeable
alternative offering discount based on this expectation 

=> higher volatility in physical market
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Analyst Certification
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Important Disclosures

Due to the nature of the market for derivative securities, the issuers or securities recommended or discussed in this report are not continuously followed. 
Accordingly, investors must regard this report as providing stand-alone analysis and should not expect continuing analysis or additional reports relating to such 
issuers and/or securities.

The analyst(s) responsible for covering the securities in this report receive compensation based upon, among other factors, the overall profitability of Merrill 
Lynch, including profits derived from investment banking revenues.
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